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◹ What is co-design?

◹ High-level overview of Social 
Prescribing & Connected Kingston

◹ How we applied co-design and how it 
helped overcome challenges

◹ How to use co-design in practice 
inline with GDS / LGDSS

Themes for 
today



What is co-design and how does it differ?



“Traditional” design process

◹ Designing from the inside out
◹ Design requirements captured
◹ Data driven
◹ Highly structured, linear process
◹ Top down approach designed by 

“experts”
◹ Waterfall, 6 Sigma, Lean
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“We spend a lot time designing 
  the bridge, but not enough time 
  thinking about the people who 
  are crossing it.”
– Dr. Prabhjot Singh, Director of Systems Design at the Earth Institute



What is co-design
◹ Participatory process
◹ People Powered
◹ Uncovers and utilises local assets
◹ Collaborative
◹ Based on trust
◹ Humanises services - designing 

services more closely linked to 
citizens

◹ Agile, iterative, test and learn
◹ Innovative and lean



How we applied co-design to

a digital project



Introducing: Connected 
Kingston

◹ Ayup won a competitive tender in June 2018 
to build digital tools that enable social 
prescribing throughout the borough of 
Kingston

◹ A real emphasis on open working, making 
use of open data standards and producing 
an open source product

◹ From inception, co-creation was embedded 
in everything the joint project team did

◹ An ambitious 3 month timeline to launch - 
co-creation 



What is Social Prescribing?

◹ Social prescribing is a means of enabling 
GPs, nurses and other primary care 
professionals to refer people to a range 
of local, non-clinical services.

◹ Recognising that people’s health is 
determined primarily by a range of 
social, economic and environmental 
factors, social prescribing seeks to 
address people’s needs in a holistic way. 
It also aims to support individuals to 
take greater control of their own health.

https://www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications/social-prescribing

◹ Social prescribing can involve a variety 
of activities which are typically provided 
by voluntary and community sector 
organisations. Examples include 
volunteering, arts activities, group 
learning, gardening, befriending, 
cookery, healthy eating advice and a 
range of sports.



◹ Collaboratively design and develop 
digital tools that facilitate social 
prescribing processes

◹ Facilitate a culture shift towards 
empowered signposting

The brief

◹ Broad challenges - worker knowledge 
of what is available/who is it for/when 
is it available/is there a cost; limitations 
of existing digital tools; difficulties in 
making referrals.

◹ Cultural fit - work openly, be 
transparent, share knowledge and 
experience with a no-blame culture, 
demonstrating simplicity



Challenges

◹ Data modelling - how do cater for all the 
various needs and requests? How do we 
facilitate conversations to come up a 
single solution that works for all?

◹ Design and UX - how do we navigate the 
subjective and objective views of the 
group?

◹ How do we co-create a digital product 
launched in September that works for all 
stakeholders?

◹ How do we take the different 
stakeholders and groups on the journey 
with us? Over 50 organisations and 150 
representatives

◹ How do prioritise and balance the needs 
of all stakeholders?



The journey



Knowledge Transfer











Discover, review, validate and learn











Planning and collaborative tools









If we say we’ll do it, we’ll do it - simple

We’re in this together

Form matters, but function comes first

Never stop learning

Respect the human







Product development

























Tools to facilitate co-design





Royal Borough of Kingston
kingston.gov.uk

Connected Kingston
connectedkingston.uk

Ayup Digital
ayup.agency

Thanks! - Questions?


